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Abstract 

Background: The need for an efficient and feasible strategy to deal with neck pain has a high priority for many coun-
tries. Validated assessment tools like the Neck Disability Index (NDI) to evaluate the functional status of a neck pain 
patient are urgently needed to treat and to follow-up patients purposefully. A German version (NDI-G) was shown to 
be valid and reliable, but has so far not been tested for responsiveness. The aim of this study was to evaluate the NDI-
G`s responsiveness.

Methods: This was a prospective cohort study with a seven-week follow-up. Fifty chronic neck pain patients filled 
out NDI-G twice. Additionally, the Patients’ Global Impression of Change score (PGIC) was assessed at follow-up. 
Wilcoxon and Spearman tests were used to assess direction and strength of the association between the change in 
NDI-G and PGIC. The receiver operating characteristics method and the area under the curve (AUC) were calculated to 
assess sensitivity and specificity of the NDI-G change over time.

Results: The Wilcoxon test showed statistically significant differences for NDI-G at baseline and follow-up in the 
total sample, the “clinically improved” and “clinically not improved” subgroups as indicated in the PGIC. Spearman test 
resulted in a moderate correlation between the NDI-G and the PGIC  (rS = -0.53, p = 0.01) at follow-up. AUC showed an 
acceptable discrimination [AUC = 0.78 (95% confidence interval 0.64 – 0.91)] of the NDI-G, with a cutoff score of 1.5, 
between clinically improved and clinically not improved patients, based on the PGIC.

Conclusions: The NDI-G is responsive to change in chronic neck pain. Together with the results of a previous study 
on its validity and reliability, the NDI-G can be recommended for research and clinical settings in patients with neck 
pain in German speaking countries.

Trial registration: NCT02676141. February 8, 2016.
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Background
Neck pain is one of the leading global causes of years 
lived with disability especially in the working popu-
lation [1]. Its prevalence peaks around the age of 
45  years [2]. The need for an efficient and feasible 
strategy to deal with neck pain problems has a high 
priority for many countries [2, 3]. The costs, either 
sick leave or treatment costs, have a huge economic 
impact on health care systems worldwide [4, 5]. This 
becomes even more significant with the ageing popu-
lation, as the number of people living with sequelae of 
neck pain is increasing [3, 6]. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to be able to assess a patient’s functional status 
properly and focus on his / her personal level of pain 
and dysfunction. In 1991, Howard Vernon developed 
the Neck Disability Index (NDI) [7, 8]. It is a widely 
used tool, which has been translated into many lan-
guages and has been tested for its reliability, validity 
and responsiveness in numerous studies [9]. Because 
translation can influence the methodological qual-
ity of a tool, it is important to test a tool for its psy-
chometric properties after translation into other 
languages. The NDI has been translated into German 
(NDI-G) and validity and reliability have been shown 
[10]. Based on the international initiative of Consen-
sus-based Standards for the selection of health Meas-
urements Instruments (COSMIN), it is important to 
assess responsiveness to complete the evaluation of 
the NDI-G [11]. The aim of this study was to evaluate 
the responsiveness of the NDI-G in a German speak-
ing population.

Methods
Study objective
The objective of this study was to evaluate the NDI-G`s 
sensitivity for change over time and the ability to dis-
tinguish between improved patients and non-improved 
patients, as assessed by the patients` impression of change.

Study design, ethics, consent, and permissions
This study is a prospective cohort study with a seven-
week follow-up. The study was performed in the 

Department of Chiropractic Medicine, Balgrist Uni-
versity Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland. The study was 
approved by the ethics committee of the canton of Zurich 
(BASEC 2015-00068) and registered at ClinicalTrials.
gov (NCT0267614). All participants provided written 
informed consent.

Participants
Participants were recruited from the Department of Chi-
ropractic Medicine at Balgrist University Hospital  and 
private practices. Inclusion criteria were chronic neck 
pain (neck pain > 12  weeks) [12], age > 18  years and abil-
ity to read, speak and write German. Exclusion criteria 
were the presence of any medical condition that contrain-
dicates manual therapy applied to the cervical spine such 
as fractures, osteoporosis, vertebral arterial dysfunction, 
neoplasia in the cervical spine and infections. Addition-
ally, no patients with systemic illnesses and cognitive 
impairments were included. During this time participants 
received common chiropractic care for their complaint 
such as spinal manipulation, trigger point therapy [13].

Procedure
Diagnosis and medical history were assessed before fill-
ing out the questionnaires. NDI-G [10] (at baseline and 
after seven weeks) and, to assess possible improvement, 
the patient global impression of change (PGIC) [14, 15] 
(after seven weeks only) were sent to the participants 
via email using the REDCap electronic data capture tool 
hosted at the  Balgrist University Hospital [16]. If a par-
ticipant declined to provide the email address, paper ver-
sions were available.

Assessments and outcome measures
The NDI is a short, paper–pencil self-reported question-
naire to assess disability in neck pain patients [8]. Origi-
nally it was developed for prognosis and reassessment of 
treatment [7]. The NDI consists of 10 items: pain intensity, 
personal care, lifting, reading, headaches, concentration, 
work, driving, sleeping and recreation. Each item can score 
up to five with a total score of 50. The lower the score, the 
less is self-rated disability [8]. Several studies investigated 
the responsiveness of the NDI in different languages e.g. 
Portuguese, Dutch, Norwegian, Japanese, patient cohorts 
and clinical settings [17–28]. The German version used in 
this study has been translated into German and tested for 
its validity and reliability in a previous study [10].

The PGIC scale is based on a seven-point Likert scale. 
It obtains patient’s report of improvement over time [14, 
15]. The scale ranges from “much better”, “better”, “some-
what better”, “no change”, “somewhat worse”, “worse” to 
“much worse”. “Much better” is rated as 1 and “much 
worse” as 7 on the PGIC [14]. In this study, data was 
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dichotomized: the PGIC ratings “much better”, “better” 
and somewhat better” (ratings 1–3) counted as “clini-
cally improved”, the ratings from “no change” to “much 
worse” (ratings 4–7) counted as “clinically not improved” 
[19]. Additionally, the following general characteristics 
were collected from each patient at baseline: duration of 
chronic neck pain, onset of neck pain, age, gender, weight 
(kg), height (cm), medication and comorbidities.

Statistical methods
Descriptive statistics were used to describe the char-
acteristics of the patients in the total sample and the 
two sub-groups (clinically improved / clinically not 
improved) (Table 1). Missing values in the NDI-G were 
estimated as recommended by Vernon [8]. Question-
naires with more than three missing items were excluded 
from further analysis. Normality of data distribution was 
tested using the Shapiro–Wilk test. The raw change score 
was calculated as the difference between the NDI-G 
baseline scores and the follow-up scores [19]. The Wil-
coxon test was used to compare changes in the NDI-G 
scores between baseline and follow-up of the “clinically 
improved” and “clinically not improved” group. Signifi-
cance levels were set at p = 0.05. Spearman correlation 
was used to assess correlation between NDI-G change 
scores and PGIC. Coefficients were interpreted as excel-
lent (> 0.9), good (0.7–0.9), moderate (0.5–0.69), fair 
(0.3–0.5), and little or none (0.0–0.3) [29]. To state the 
ability of detecting specificity and sensitivity for change 
over time and to estimate the minimal clinical important 
difference (MCID) the receiver operating characteristic 
method (ROC) (Youden Index) was used [30, 31]. Fur-
thermore, the AUC was calculated. An AUC of < 0.70 
indicates inadequate discrimination, between 0.70 and 
0.80 indicates acceptable discrimination and > 0.80 indi-
cates excellent discrimination [32]. SPSS Statistics 26 for 
Windows (Inc; Chicago, Illinois) was used for all statisti-
cal analyses.

Results
Fifty participants were recruited. Their mean age was 
48.2  years (SD ± 15.1  years), 36 (72%) were female 
and 14 (28%) were male. Mean weight was 68.5  kg 
(SD ± 14.2 kg). Mean height was 171.7 cm (SD ± 9.4 cm). 
50 patients completed baseline and 46 follow-up meas-
urements. There were neither ceiling nor floor effects. 
All participants had chronic neck pain for more than 
24  months except one patient who had neck pain for 
more than one year. 19 (38%) patients were complaining 
about frequent severe headaches, and 14 (28%) patients 
did not experience any headache. 39 (78%) patients did 
not take any pain medication, 11 (22%) took pain medi-
cation e.g., ibuprofen, paracetamol and triptan on a fre-
quent basis. 31 (62%) had no other comorbidities, 19 
(38%) had additional problems e.g., temporomandibular 
disorder, shoulder impingement syndrome, and cardio-
vascular impairments. At baseline, four participants did 
not answer one item (three: driving, one: reading). Two 
patients gave the reason of driving no car, two gave no 
reasons. At follow-up, two participants did not answer 
one question (driving), but did not give any reasons. All 
data sets were kept in the final analysis. Dichotomiza-
tion according to PGIC resulted in 17 (37%) “clinically 
not improved” and 29 (63%) “clinically improved” partici-
pants (Table 1, Fig. 1).

Mean change score in NDI-G was 1.30 (SD 3.9). The 
result of the Wilcoxon test stated a significant differ-
ence between the baseline and the follow-up NDI-G 
total scores in the total sample (p = 0.04), the “clini-
cally improved” sample (p < 0.001) and the “clinically 
not improved” sample (p = 0.05). There was a significant 
moderate negative correlation between NDI-G change 
scores and the total sample PGIC ratings  (rS = -0.506, 
p < 0.001). The ROC curve showed an AUC of 0.78 (95% 
confidence interval 0.64 – 0.91) (Fig. 2). The cutoff score 
was 1.5 (sensitivity = 0.655, specificity = 0.941). This indi-
cates an acceptable discrimination of the NDI-G change 

Table 1 Demographics (mean and standard deviation (SD) at baseline and NDI-G scores at baseline, at seven weeks follow-up and 
change scores between both measurement points, for the total sample and split up for patients` global impression of change as 
clinically improved (ratings 1–3) and clinically not improved (rating 4–7) patients

Total sample
(n = 50)

Clinically improved (n = 29) Clinically not improved
(n = 17)

Sex 14 male / 36 female 7 male / 22 female 7 male / 14 female

Age (y) 48.2 (15.1) 46.1 (14.3) 51.1 (15.9)

Weight (kg) 68.5 (14.2) 68.1 (14.8) 69.0 (13.6)

Height (cm) 171.7 (9.4) 171.5 (9.6) 171.9 (9.5)

NDI-G baseline [mean (SD)] 12.0 (6.2) 11.4 (5.6) 12.8 (6.9)

NDI-G follow-up [mean (SD)] 10.6 (5.9) 8.7 (5.1) 13.8 (5.9)

NDI-G change score [mean (SD)] 1.3 (3.9) 2.6 (4.0) -1.0 (2.2)
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score of 2, between patients with a clinical improvement 
and those who did not report improvement.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to evaluate the NDI-G`s sen-
sitivity to change over time and its ability to distinguish 
between chronic neck pain patients categorized as “clini-
cally improved” and “clinically not improved”, as assessed 
by the PGIC. NDI-G and PGIC correlated moderately at 
seven weeks follow-up. The ROC using the PGIC as an 
external anchor resulted in an AUC value of 0.78 (95% 
confidence interval 0.64 – 0.91), which indicates moder-
ate, but acceptable responsiveness [33].

Several studies investigated the responsiveness of the 
NDI in different languages, patient cohorts and clinical 
settings [17–28]. Six studies evaluated responsiveness in 
chronic neck pain patients [17, 19, 21, 24, 26, 28]. The 
correlation coefficients between NDI change scores, dif-
ferent external anchors ranged from 0.32 for the PGIC 
(Pereira, Cruz, 2015) and 0.71 global perceived effect 
(GPE) [24].

One important aspect that could have influenced the 
outcome in such responsiveness studies is the meas-
urement tool which was used as an external anchor. 
Tools used were the functional rating index (FRI) 

[26], global perceived effect (GPE) [24], global rating 
of change (GRS) [17, 21] and patients` global impres-
sion of change scale (PGIC) [19]. Eventually, this might 
influence comparison of the results as the different 
measurement tools might have different underlying 
constructs. AUCs ranged between 0.33 [26] and 0.96 
[24]. Nevertheless, the present study`s AUC results 
are nicely in line with the results of Young et  al., who 
reported an AUC of 0.79 [17]. Interestingly, they used 
a comparable short follow-up time of three weeks and 
included participants with or without upper extremity 
symptoms [17]. Furthermore, the results of the present 
study are close to the results of Johansen et  al., 2014, 
who reported a AUC of 0.70 [21], but contrary to Young 
et al., 2009, Johansen et al. used a follow-up of two years 
[21]. Compared to both studies, the sample size of the 
present study, with a follow-up sample of 46, was rather 
small, but reached comparable results. All other studies 
found deviant results. Monticone and colleagues, 2015 
reported an AUC of 0.96 for the Italian version [24], 
whereas Salehi et al., 2019 reported an AUC of 0.33 for 
the Persian version [26] and Pereira et  al., 2015, with 
a similar follow up and external anchor (PGIC) as the 
present study, reported and AUC of 0.59 for the Por-
tuguese Version [19]. Another study be Takeshita et al., 

Fig. 1 Scatterplot of NDI-G change score from first to second visit and patients` global impression of change scale (1 = much better, 2 = better, 
3 = somewhat better, 4 = no change, 5 = somewhat worse, 6 = worse, 7 = much worse)
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2013 that used the PGIC as external anchor, did not 
report any AUC [28]. Additionally, the patients in these 
studies [19, 28] differed in baseline characteristics from 
those in the present study the mean value of the NDI 
was higher and the patients were treated by multimodal 
physiotherapy and surgery [19, 28].

The main limitation of the present study was its sam-
ple size of 50 patients at baseline, which is the mini-
mal sample size recommended [34]. Nevertheless, the 
results are well comparable to those of NDI versions 
in other languages, which might indicate robustness of 
the results despite the limited sample size. Additionally, 
the chiropractic treatment was not standardized. How-
ever, outcome measures were not compared between, 
but only within individuals and thus, treatment charac-
teristics might have affected recovery, but not the study 
results. Furthermore, generalizability of the results is 
limited, due to the clinical characteristics of the sample, 
e.g. low baseline NDI scores.

Conclusion
NDI-G emerged from this study as sensitive to cap-
ture changes over time. Its responsiveness is acceptable 
and comparable to similar studies on the NDI in other 

languages. Together with the results of the previous study 
on the reliability and validity of the NDI-G, NDI-G can 
be recommended for research and clinical settings in 
neck pain in German speaking countries.
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